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Jill Valliere
Portfolio: Ethereal Moments

Ronnj Medini
Portfolio: Observations

Gary Engle
Portfolio: Obsessive Emulsion Disorder

Leslie Parke
Portfolio: Surface Tension

The next morning, in the middle of breakfast, 
he’d looked up and told the two adults who 
insisted they were his parents that he wanted 
to learn how to do art, proper art. They’d stared 
at him flabbergasted. Those were the first words 
he’d ever said to them. They immediately found 
a nearby art school that gave lessons.
   • Christina Tang-Bernas, Inspiration

Sometime in third grade I’m 
leaning over my mother’s shoulder, 
watching her paint morning 
glories on the cover of my first 
formal report on Wildflowers. My 
heart aches because she does it so 
well, and because I want to do it 
instead and cannot.
   • Julie Struck, Art Education

I prefer the gallery to myself, like 
today, so I can take off my shoes, let 
my feet sink in to the grooves of the 
smooth wooden planks that once held 
the feet of the island school children, 
slip silently through the undisturbed 
energy of the collection.
   • Monica Nawrocki, Transcend

Asked to characterize his style, 
Mitchell says it’s cartoony, and 
it’s doodly. It’s immediate and 
there’s not a whole lot of hidden 
significance. There are a lot of 
different pieces to look at, but 
none of them take a lot of thought 
to decipher.
   • Laurie Schreiber, A hint of   
       inner chaos...
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CandaCe Law, MeMe I

One way of thinking about visual art is that the 

artist finds or discovers something--be it inside or 

outside of the artist--and, through art, holds it still. 

A photographer captures a moment in time with 

a click of the shutter and that moment is locked 

in stillness. A painter paints a scene using oils on 

canvas and that scene exists forever in a motionless 

state. A sculptor molds and shapes details of a 

human body, and that body stands frozen...never 

to age...never to change.

StIll PoINt Art GAllery’s current exhibition—

StIll PoINt v—is viewable in our online gallery 

and will remain a featured exhibition through July 

31, 2013. In this issue we feature images from this 

exhibition, but there are many more to see online. 

Honored artists for this exhibition are: 

ekAterINA bykhovSkAyA, Best in Show—Portfolio. 

Bykhovskaya is from Strasbourg, France and the set 

of five images in the exhibition are from her series, 

Jerusalem, Old City. (p. 5)

ANthoNy r. whelIhAN, Best in Show—Single 

Image.

Whelihan is from Minnesota and his winning image 

is Latter Day Geisha. (p. 6)

bobby bAker, Best Photograph or Digital Artwork.

Baker is from New Hampshire and his winning 

image is Lineup. (p. 7)

bArbArA GreAux, Best Painting or Drawing.

Greaux is from South Carolina and her winning 

image is Sunday Afternoon. (p. 8)

JulIe Struck, Best Three-Dimensional or Mixed-

Media Artwork.

Struck is from Indiana and her winning image is 

Semesterland. (p. 9)

This is the Gallery’s fifth annual exhibition focused 

on things that artists choose to hold still ... motionless 

... frozen in time. People captured in mid-step, 

making a quirky turn of the head, arms swinging 

at their sides. An ocean swell caught showing its 

rises and falls, its brilliance and shadows. A curtain 

hanging outside a window, blowing gently in the 

breeze. No movement. No sound. Stillness. The 

power of the still image lies in the motion and sound 

that we can sense and feel, but cannot see or hear. 

We must imagine the shuffle of feet, the crescendo 

and decrescendo of waves, the complete setting of 

the sun, the rustle of leaves in the wind, the playing 

of the piano in the alcove. The power of the still 

image is in its engagement with our imagination, 

and the power of our imagination is limitless. 

Christine Cote, Editor

Current Exhibition
Still Point V

May 1 to July 31, 2013
www.stillpointartgallery.com

Still PointArt Gallery
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JerusaLeM, OLd CIty, 2 & 10
 photography

www.bykhovskaya.com 

Award for BEST IN SHOW - Portfolio
EkatErina Bykhovskaya
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Latter day GeIsha 
watercolor and mixed media

Award for BEST IN SHOW - Single Image
anthony r. WhElihan

Still Point V
Current Exhibition
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LIneup

photography
www.bobbybaker.com

Award for BEST Photograph or Digital Artwork
BoBBy BakEr

May 1 to July 31, 2013
more artwork online   |   www.stillpointartgallery.com
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sunday afternOOn 
oil

www.oilsbygreaux.com

Award for BEST Painting or Drawing
BarBara GrEaux

Still Point V
Current Exhibition
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seMesterLand 
collage and ink on paper

warriorwoman-productions.com

Award for BEST Three-Dimensional or Mixed-Media Artwork
JuliE a. struck

May 1 to July 31, 2013
more artwork online   |   www.stillpointartgallery.com
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BOB CraIG, Quake
www.bobcraigcollage.ca

Still Point V
Current Exhibition
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CheryL rau, drOwnInG eyes 5
www.cherylrauphotography.com

Jane GOttLIeB, GIrLfrIends
www.janegottlieb.com

May 1 to July 31, 2013
more artwork online   |   www.stillpointartgallery.com
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raLph hassenpfLuG, nyC 4
www.RalphHassenpflug.com

tOM hInkLe, nIGhtfaLL at the pOInt

Still Point V
Current Exhibition
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karLa Van VLIet, restInG
www.vanvlietarts.com

LaurIe MCCOrMICk, pIanO (aBandOned LInda VIsta hOspItaL serIes)
www.lauriemccormickphoto.com

May 1 to July 31, 2013
more artwork online   |   www.stillpointartgallery.com
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krIstIanne kOCh rIddLe, BuILdInG sweLL

kristiannekoch.com

MayuMI yaMakawa, LIGht p 208
www.yamakawa.eu

Still Point V
Current Exhibition
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anna BeLLefOrte, aMersfOOrt aerIaL

www.annabelleforte.com

May 1 to July 31, 2013
more artwork online   |   www.stillpointartgallery.com
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Juan esCuderO, d6-rOOta3-IC
gallery.bridgesmathart.org/exhibitions/2012-bridges-conference/escudero

freya kazeMI, LOneLy

Still Point V
Current Exhibition
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BenIta Brewer, LOOkInG ahead

benitabrewer.com

GLOrIa MatuszewskI, Just fOr tOday
www.gloriamatuszewski.com

May 1 to July 31, 2013
more artwork online   |   www.stillpointartgallery.com
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LInda pearLMan karLsBerG, water LILIes XIX 
www.lindapearlmankarlsberg.com

LesLIe andersOn, BOk ChOy & radIshes 
 www.leslieanderson.com

Still Point V
Current Exhibition
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JOyCe GLasner, fuLfILLMent Of the prOpheCy haLIna dOManskI, IMpOssIBLe
www.halinadomanski.com

May 1 to July 31, 2013
more artwork online   |   www.stillpointartgallery.com
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susan LandOr keeGIn, dayBreak

susanlandor.com

Still Point V
Current Exhibition
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CandaCe Law, MeMe I
candacelaw.com

patrICe draGO, Chesapeake afternOOn

www.patricedrago.com

May 1 to July 31, 2013
more artwork online   |   www.stillpointartgallery.com
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tOM Chesnut, frOzen stILLness
www.tabortonmountainphotography.com

tOny pOdue, LakewOOd CyCLery
www.poduestudio.com

Still Point V
Current Exhibition
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nan LIu, wInnInG Is In My BLOOd
www.liunanart.com

ChrIs tayLOr, w/ LeMOn

May 1 to July 31, 2013
more artwork online   |   www.stillpointartgallery.com
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Cottage, rustic, contemporary, southwestern, 

or yard sale. We spend most of our time inside 

our homes, workplaces, and other spaces. 

How and with what we choose to occupy 

these spaces matters—to most of us. Perhaps 

we strive for comfort; perhaps we want to 

show off our riches; maybe our goal is to live 

in a way that reflects our values; some of us 

want to create an environment of good design 

and good taste. Whichever it is, interiors are 

worth a good look.   

Still PointArt Gallery

Upcoming Exhibitions
www.stillpointartgallery.com
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John Brooks. Sea Screen.
C-type print.

Every Gallery exhibition presents the opportunity to honor a small number of artists due to  the distinctiveness 

of their work. These artists are selected because their work shows strong evidence of skill with the medium and 

contributes in a meaningful way to the theme of the exhibition. In addition, these artists are selected because 

their work is engaging in some special and unique way. This 

engagement is an all-important element of art.

Honored artists are offered the opportunity to exhibit more of 

their art as Gallery Artists for one year. We are very pleased to 

give them this opportunity and delighted to show their work. 

Our current Gallery Artists are listed below. Please take a 

few moments to visit our website and view the work of these 

amazing artists.

Leslie Anderson,  painter,  Portland, Maine
Mike Bell,  mixed media artist,  Northumberland, Great Britain
John Christopher Brooks,  photographer,  Great Britain
Allison Doherty,  mixed media artist,  New York
Jane Gottlieb,  photographer,  Santa Barbara, California

Irene Hill,  photographer,  Atlantis, Florida
Debra Houston,  painter,  Portland, Oregon
Patrick Linehan,  photographer,  Evanston, Illinois
Laurie McCormick,  photographer,  Los Angeles, California
Leyla Aysel Munteanu,  mixed media artist ,  Windsor, Ontario, Canada  

Leslie Parke,  painter ,  Cambridge, New York
Jarred Pfeiffer,  ceramist,  Wisconsin
Helen Shulman,  painter,  Vermont
Ron Testa,  photographer,  Wilmette, Illinois
Jill Valliere,  mixed media artist,  Rockland, Maine

Mayumi Yamakawa,  painter,  Germany
Tetiana Zakharova,  painter,  Vancouver, Canada
Kajal Zaveri,  painter,  Fremont, California

Gallery Artists
www.stillpointartgallery.com
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Gary EnGlE
Fairview Park, Ohio

www.garyenglephotography.com

ronnj MEdini
Ancona 

Italy
www.ronnjmediniphotographer.it

lEsliE ParkE
Cambridge, New York
www.leslieparke.com 

jill ValliErE
Rockland, Maine

www.jillvalliere.com
represented by

SquAre hArbor GAllery

Rockland, Maine

www.harborsquaregallery.com
mAINe Art

kennebunkpoRt, Maine

www.maine-art.com
Art collector mAINe

www.artcollectormaine.com

FEATURED ARTISTS

lauriE schrEibEr is a freelance writer living on 
the coast of Maine.

WRITERS

Monica nawrocki lives with her partner and 
dog on a remote island off the west coast of Canada 
where art is embraced as an essential and joyful part of 
daily life. She earns her living as a substitute teacher—
reading under-construction manuscripts to captive 
classroom audiences and happily impersonating 
someone different every day. She is the author of 
one book and her fiction and non-fiction pieces 
have appeared in various journals and anthologies in 
Canada and the United States.

juliE a. struck is an artist, writer, educator, 
and independent scholar with a lifelong interest in 
dissolving the artificial boundaries that exist between 
creative and academic disciplines. She earned B.F.A. 
and M.F.A. degrees in painting from Northern Illinois 
University in the early 1990s and subsequently 
embarked on a stormy career as a professor of art 
and graphic design. A recent three-year-long, forced 
hiatus from teaching surprisingly resulted in a memoir, 
not artwork, about connections between her difficult 
academic career and an abusive childhood, and how 
both have affected her life. Art Education is her first 
published excerpt.

christina tanG-bErnas has been writing for 
as long as she can remember, immersing herself in 
interesting characters and worlds full of what-ifs and 
why-nots.  Tang-Bernas graduated from the University 
of California, Irvine with a degree in psychology.  She 
has been previously published in Vine Leaves Literary 
Journal.

CONTRIBUTORS
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POETS

lilacE MEllin GuiGnard lives with her husband and two children 
in rural Pennsylvania, where she teaches at Mansfield University, writes 
poetry and children’s literature, hikes, bikes, and rock climbs. Her 
work has appeared in the journals Calyx, poemmemoirstory, Louisiana 
Literature, and Paterson Literary Review, among others. Her poems are 
often inspired by eavesdropping on her children, whose art room is in her 
writing studio. 

judith sornbErGEr is the author of one full-length poetry collection, 
Open Heart (Calyx Books) and five chapbooks, most recently Wal-Mart 
Orchid (Evening Street Press), winner of the 2012 Helen Kay Chapbook 
Prize. The Hard Grammar of Gratitude won the 2010 Tennessee Chapbook 
Competition. Her other three chapbooks are: Judith Beheading Holofernes 
(which won the Talent House Press chapbook contest), Bifocals Barbie: 
A Midlife Pantheon (Talent House Press), and Bones of Light (Parallel 
Press). Sornberger’s poems and essays have appeared in such journals as 
Cimarron Review, Still Point Arts Quarterly, Pilgrimage, Calyx, Feminist 
Studies, Tiferet, The Comstock Review, Pilgrimage, Prairie Schooner, and 
Ekphrasis, and in anthologies such as Claiming the Spirit Within (Beacon 
Press), Out of Line (Longmire) and Breaking Free: Women of Spirit at 
Midlife and Beyond (Beacon Press). She has received four nominations 
for the Pushcart Prize. Sornberger is a professor of English and Director of 
Women’s Studies at Mansfield University of Pennsylvania.

MarGôt Maddison-MacFadyEn recognized early in life that 
the patterns and harmonies of nature are the foundations of the arts—
music, painting, poetry—and that these rhythms are reflected through 
the hearts and minds of skilled artists. Originally from the West Coast 
of British Columbia, she currently makes rural Prince Edward Island her 
home. Her essays appear in both cultural and peer-reviewed journals—
the Times of the Islands, the Newfoundland Quarterly, the Bermuda 
Journal of Archaeology and Maritime History, Slavery and Abolition: A 
Journal of Slave and Post-Slave Studies, and The Morning Watch. She is a 
PhD candidate in Interdisciplinary Studies at the Memorial University of 
Newfoundland.
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Alaa Hegazi, Boy, 2005. Oil on canvas. 
Wikimedia Commons.

S
o, where do you get the inspiration for your art?”

The question was oft-asked and he, well-trained, always answered as he’d been taught: vague and 

just ego-centric enough to fit his image.

Not today.

Not today, with the storm clouds pulsing purple-black outside, rain sheeting down in thick milky-white 

layers, the sidewalks mirror bright underneath dull yellow streetlamps.

The weather’s fury was muted by the jazzy music coming from the gallery’s hidden speakers. In the rest 

This wasn’t his first solo gallery 
exhibit opening. It, hopefully, 
wouldn’t be his last. Yet, every 
time he stood in yet another 
gallery surrounded by women 
in chic dresses and men with 
quick grins, it never got easier.

Inspiration

Christina 
Tang-Bernas
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of the gallery, there was an underlying murmur of 

chatter, occasionally punctuated by the sharp clink 

of a champagne glass against someone’s too-white 

teeth and smothered giggles.

This wasn’t his first solo gallery exhibit opening. 

It, hopefully, wouldn’t be his last. Yet, every time he 

stood in yet another gallery surrounded by women 

in chic dresses and men with quick grins, it never 

got easier.

Never.

His suit was tailored, custom-fit to his 

measurements, but it felt stifling and too small, 

the cloth stretching uncomfortably against his 

shoulders. He wanted to escape to his small loft 

and paint and paint, a fire crackling in the hearth 

and a steaming mug of hot chocolate on the nearby 

table.

Especially on a night like this one.

Nights when the rain came in every which way, 

the moisture lingering chilly and wet on every 

available surface, they always took him away, 

away from the warmth, away from the comfortable 

life he’d found himself in the middle of, back to 

when he’d had nothing but his big brother Danny, 

his hero.

Those were the nights Danny would decide that 

it was simply too miserable to crouch hunched 

up in whichever hidden-away alley or abandoned 

house he’d managed to find. No matter how close 

they would huddle, somehow, they wouldn’t be 

able to get warm enough. Damp trickles of water 

slid down their hair and down their cheeks like 

phantom tears. He’d stand up and say, “Let’s go to 

Mama’s”

They didn’t have a real mama. In fact, Danny 

and him weren’t even born from the same mama. 

Two mamas between the both of them and not one 

managing to hold on long enough to take care of 

her boys.

No daddy either. Oh, sure, they’d had one. 

How else did they exist? But one day, years ago, 

they’d woken up and their Daddy had up and 

disappeared. Danny had told him to be quiet and 

to be good or the adults in starched suits would 

separate the two of them like they’d tried to do the 

year before when the schoolteacher had seen the 

bruises on Danny’s arms. Danny had grabbed his 

hand and the ten dollars stashed away in his secret 

hiding spot, and they’d walked out of there without 

looking back.

No, when his brother said Mama’s, he meant 

Mama’s Bakery. There were twenty different local 

Mama’s Bakery locations. They’d been to all twenty.

They would only go to Mama’s when it was 

raining so hard it would fly stinging straight into 

their eyes. As long as they were careful not to bother 

anyone, Mama’s Bakery didn’t care much about 

two bedraggled kids sitting in the corner minding 

their own business. When it was sunny and busy, 

those tables belonged to paying customers. But, 

when it was dark and empty, they were free to get 

out of the rain and soak in the warmth of the heater.

If the manager was feeling especially nice, he’d 

drop off some plastic cups of water and the ends 
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Christina Tang-Bernas

of their fresh-baked bread, still crackly-crisp on the 

outside and chewy-soft on the inside. Once, they’d 

even gotten steaming mugs of hot chocolate. 

He remembered savoring each drop of liquid 

sweetness as it slid across his tongue, feeling the 

warmth build up from his stomach to the tingling 

ends of each finger and toe.

The best part of Mama’s Bakery, though, was 

that they had these paper placemats to draw on 

and cups stuffed full of colorful wax crayons. 

Danny would carefully balance two cups in one 

hand, two paper placemats in the other, his tongue 

slightly sticking out with the effort. They would 

spend hours upon hours drawing on those paper 

placemats, pretending they were normal kids 

without any cares in the world. Danny always said 

he drew the best, better than Danny ever could.

At closing time, the crayons would be back in 

the cups, the crumbs carefully swept into their 

napkins to be thrown away. They would hold 

up their drawings and “take a picture with their 

minds” before throwing those away also. There 

was no point in keeping them. They’d just have to 

lug it around with them wherever they wandered 

to next.

Then, one day, Danny had left him behind in 

this old house they’d been squatting in. Danny 

had seen a promising dumpster behind this fancy 

new restaurant that had opened up on the other 

side of town. He’d been hoping to scrounge up 

some nicer food than usual for his little brother’s 

birthday that day, said it was gonna be a surprise, 

said it was a special occasion and all.

Turned out the house was owned by some 

developer who’d decided that very day was as 

good as any to get a start on developing. One of 

the building inspectors caught him hiding inside 

the closet. The man grabbed him by the collar as 

he called the police, the police who came too 

quickly and dragged him away, even though he 

kept screaming at them to let go, that he had to get 

to Danny. But they didn’t listen to him.

After a while, he got tired of screaming, so he 

just shut up.

He finally ended up with a set of foster parents, 

new to the game and nervous. By this time, he’d 

gotten so used to shutting up, he kind of forgot 

how to not shut up anymore. Turned out these 

foster parents were terrible at fostering. Sure, they 

were nice, but they fell in love with him so hard, 

they decided to adopt him for good instead.

He’d been confused when they sat him down to 

tell him the news. Why the hell would they want 

a kid who didn’t talk and was so far behind in 

school, they had to tutor him, specially since they 

couldn’t stick an eight year old with a bunch of 

first-graders? But he didn’t ask and they never said.

They tried thinking of so many ways to get him 

to talk again. Nothing worked. Sure he felt bad, 

them trying so hard. There was nothing he really 

wanted to say to them, though, so he stayed quiet. 

He spent his days staring out the window, hoping 

for Danny to come and get him.

Once, he’d sucked up enough courage to sneak 
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Inspiration

away. Somehow, somehow, he’d made it all the 

way to where that old house was. It was gone, torn 

down to make way for something new. He’d cried 

that whole night in his soft fancy bed.

For his next birthday, they took him to Mama’s 

Bakery. His new self-proclaimed mother and father 

got him a paper placemat, a cup of waxy crayons, 

and a mug of steaming hot chocolate.

Afterwards, he carefully swept up the crumbs 

before walking over to the trashcan to throw his 

drawing away. They stopped him. They said they 

were going to hang his drawing on the wall of 

his room. He’d stared at them, bewildered. What 

would they want to hang up that drawing for? It 

wasn’t any good.

They took it out of his unresisting hands declaring 

that it was the best. He remembered Danny and 

wondered where Danny was and if Danny even 

missed him at all.

That night, as he laid in bed watching the 

moonlight shine a tentative ray onto his drawing 

tacked to the wall with mismatched pushpins, he’d 

thought “What if?”

What if he could get so famous with his drawings 

they could hang it up inside those glass-walled 

places that sold drawings? Then, one day, maybe 

Danny would walk by and see one of his drawings 

and think it was the best. That way, he could find 

Danny and they wouldn’t ever have to be apart 

again.

The next morning, in the middle of breakfast, 

he’d looked up and told the two adults who 

insisted they were his parents that he wanted to 

learn how to do art, proper art. They’d stared at him 

flabbergasted. Those were the first words he’d ever 

said to them. They immediately found a nearby art 

school that gave lessons.

Now, here he was, his paintings hanging up 

in galleries for everyone to see, though that 

Mama’s Bakery drawing was long-lost in memory. 

Sometimes, he would see a dark-haired man pause 

just a little too long in front of one and he would 

think to himself, “Could this be Danny?” But, they 

never were.

“Hello?”

He blinked his way out of his thoughts before 

focusing down at the little man in front of him, 

slicked blond hair gleaming in the light, his fingers 

curled around a tape recorder. “I’m sorry?”

“Your inspiration? For your art.”

There was another barely audible rumble of 

thunder. He let the air caught in his lungs whoosh 

out in a hot stream between his lips, snagged a 

passing glass of champagne, and brushed past 

the open-mouthed little man without answering. 

He sent a silent apology to his agent who was 

probably going to have to deal with the results of 

his unpardonable rudeness.

Ducking into the backroom, shrouded in 

welcome gloom, he walked over to the door that 

led to an alley out back. Leaning against it, he 

listened to the wailing storm outside, closed his 

eyes, and downed the champagne. •
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Jill Valliere was born in Quincy, 

Massachusetts. Her early life was often 

consumed with the responsibilities of caring 

for family members, but at the age of ten, she 

started becoming interested in art. Drawing 

and creating became an outlet for her in 

her young life, providing her with perspective 

and the freedom of imagination. Some of 

her earliest memories are of sitting on her 

mother’s bed late at night drawing images of 

animals from books. Within this balance and 

contrast of family responsibilities and creative 

drive, Valliere developed her love for the natural 

world as well as her artistic vision. 

Valliere began her formal studies in art in 

1997 by attending the Rhode Island School 

of Design, where she received her degree in 

decorative painting. Her studies in Venetian 

plastering, figure drawing, and painting helped 

define Valliere’s unique style and technique in 

her approach to fine art. 

Upon graduating from Rhode Island School 

of Design, Valliere opened her own decorative 

painting business (Valliere Design Studios).  

For over eleven years she worked alone 

and alongside other artists creating murals 

and specialty decorative finishes in homes 

and commercial spaces. This experience 

with decorative painting materials and style 

combined with her formal art education 

eventually brought Valliere to the vision she 

uses currently in her fine art paintings. 

Valliere maintains her studio at her home 

in Rockland, Maine, where she lives with her 

husband, Marcel Valliere, an independent 

architectural designer. She and her husband 

live with a passion for the outdoors, animals, 

art, and Maine.

Mixed Media Artist

JILL VALLIERE
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Gold and Silver Expanse, 2012. 36 x 18 inches (91.4 x 46.0 cm). Mixed media.

I love life’s interactions. My life feels most 

comfortable when it is filled with friends, 

nature, and the emotional fulfillment offered 

by animals and pets. These things inspire 

me and my work and allow me to feel the 

happiness of life. Without the depth and 

richness of these intimate connections, my 

art would not be possible. 

My work as an artist is a passionate 

expression of that part of me that needs 

to understand and explore life intimately—

beyond the surface. As an extension of these 

explorations and intimate connections, I 

attempt to capture those surreal moments 

in life when you look at your surroundings 

and suddenly everything seems more vibrant, 

more ethereal. At times such moments are 

the result of  the power and energy of place, 

while at other times one is captivated by the 

all-encompassing calm and quiet. In any case, 

within these surreal moments we are able to 

absorb unseen subtleties and nuances that 

speak to us in ways that words simply cannot. 

This is what I attempt to convey in my art.

I have always been drawn to the vibrancy 

and texture of art, and this translates to my 

process of layering, adding, and subtracting 

elements in my works. This additive and 

subtractive process creates textural surface 

and tension that ultimately brings forth the 

nuances of color, depth, and shadow. My use 

of metal leaf as a medium creates effulgent, 

transitional passages that serve as the basis 

for the conceptual origin of my work. 

Ethereal Moments

PORTFOLIO
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The Passage, 2012. 30 x 30 inches (76 x 76 cm). Mixed media.

Jill Valliere
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Untitled, 2012. 30 x 30 inches (76 x 76 cm). Mixed media.

Ethereal Moments
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Catharsis, 2012. 30 x 30 inches (76 x 76 cm). Mixed media.

Jill Valliere
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Radiant Meadow, 2012. 18 x 18 inches (46 x 46 cm). Mixed media.

Ethereal Moments
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After the Storm. 2011. 36 x 36 inches (91.4 x 91.4 cm). Mixed media.

Jill Valliere
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Autumn’s Edge, 2012. 30 x 30 inches (76 x 76 cm). Mixed media.

Ethereal Moments
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Winter’s Warmth, 2012. 18 x 18 inches (46 x 46 cm). Mixed media.

Jill Valliere
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Heading Home, 2012. 18 x 18 inches (46 x 46 cm). Mixed media.

Ethereal Moments
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Art Education, 2005. Digital collage.

Throughout my long career as a student of 

art, I frequently hear peers ruminating about 

how and when they became artists. The stories 

are always the same—my uncle was an artist; I 

drew ever since I was a kid; my mom put me in 

art classes when I was six or seven and I’ve been 

painting ever since. But my story is different and so 

out of the ordinary that I withhold it until a fellow 

graduate student manages to pry it out of me.

She iSn’t Much older that I am, one of several 

female elders in our 1994 graduating class. I am a 

thirty-two-year-old single mother of three teenagers; 

she lives alone in a single room in a once elegant, 

now tumbledown boarding house just three doors 

down from where I rent the main floor of a much 

less interesting house in the student ghetto. But I 

feel lucky to live on the artistic, bohemian side of 

campus where the fine arts buildings reside—and 

to be enrolled in college at all.

I often feel sorry for this middle-aged woman. She 

resents her financial situation and precarious future 

So, why are you compelled to make 
art? she asks, and I shock myself by 
quite honestly answering—because 
my mother never wanted me to.

Art EducAtion

Julie A. Struck

art by the author
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and is far more vocal about it than I am. Because 

she spends a significant amount of time bitching 

about her ex-husband and the paltry allowance he 

deigns to bestow upon her, she has earned a well-

deserved reputation as a man-hater—and we work 

exclusively with male professors. It doesn’t help 

that she is unattractive, saggy, and overweight with 

scraggly gray hair and a permanently grim look on 

her face. I never want to end up like her.

One afternoon we work side by side on a table 

in the printmaking studio, completing a necessary 

chore—beveling our intaglio plates. As we slide 

our files over the edges of slim rectangles of mirror-

like zinc, shedding slivers that form sparkling 

little heaps of rather dangerous dust at our feet, 

we chat about inconsequential things until the 

uncomfortable topics of how and why we became 

artists arise.

So, why are you compelled to make art? she asks, 

and I shock myself by quite honestly answering—

because my mother never wanted me to.

What? she sputters, and stops scraping. I continue, 

my eyes never leaving my distorted reflection in 

the metal plate. My mother was—is I guess—an 

artist, but she never once praised my artistic skills. 

And I always felt that art was an avenue forbidden 

to me because it was exclusively hers.

I finally look up, but not at her. At a remote point 

in some invisible distance. It feels like my mother 

has withheld my heart’s desire from me all my 

life. Or forced me to make a terrible choice—my 

mother or art. But she’s never acknowledged it. 

Then I see the pity plastered all over my friend’s 

face and so finish my mindless task in silence.

My MotheR iS an artist, something special and 

different from all my friends’ mothers, and it makes 

me woozy with love and pride. She even went to 

art school once, and has a battered box stashed 

in her cubbyhole closet filled with ancient art 

supplies. If I beg long and hard enough, and she is 

not too busy taking care of babies, my mother will 

take out the box and show me everything.

There are tiny, clever, scuffed-up maroon boxes 

filled with metal pen tops called nibs and old-

fashioned pen holders. My mother pushes the 

metal tip on, picks up a little bottle so old and 

unused that it sprinkles shiny black scraps of dried-

up ink when she forces it open, dips the tip in and 

makes beautiful letters. She calls it calligraphy—

the most exotic word I’ve ever heard.

On top of everything in the box is a spiral bound 

sketchbook with an orange cover in which I’ve 

seen my mother deftly copying models from the 

Sears catalogs. Once she sketches us, me and my 

sister and our friends, playing pioneer with our 

red wagon. But my mother makes us look like 

the chubby ceramic Hummels she displays on 

the shelves that split the kitchen from our living 

room, or the make-believe children illustrated in 

the picture books we check out from the public 

library. They look nothing like us. It bothers me.

Buried way at the bottom of the box, along with 

square black and white photographs of my father 
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Julie Struck

when he was in the army, before he married my 

mother, before I was ever born, is my mother’s high 

school yearbook. In it she is much younger and 

skinnier and wears dresses that I recognize from 

many in our play-dress-up chest.

But my favorite things are the tiny paper dolls 

my mother made of the members of her bridal 

party dressed in their brightly colored, poofy 

1950s formals. These sat on her drawing board at 

work until her boss said to put them away, they 

are not professional. I understand this was mean 

of him.

My mother also sets up a special place in the 

basement, next to my father’s workbench, where 

she paints with oils. For a long time an unfinished 

painting sits on an easel, as if my mother has 

forgotten all about it. I reach up and touch the 

petals on the flowers because they have ridges 

that make them almost look real. But they are 

not real, nor are they wet; they are hard, which is 

mystifying. Then I look at the palette sitting on the 

workbench—somehow I know this word already—

and touch the coils of paint still on it. They give a 

little, but my finger comes away clean. So I press 

harder—and the squiggle of paint bursts onto my 

fingers, which I wipe all over my skirt and make 

a mess I can’t hide from my mother. She gets very 

angry and hisses—do not touch my paints, ever, do 

you hear me?

At first, I love that my mother makes art projects 

for me. One is a hard plastic doll dressed up as 

an Indian for Thanksgiving, with beads glued on 

scratchy burlap—a funny word that sounds like it 

feels. Then my mother helps me with several leaf 

and alphabet book covers, tracing the leaf shapes 

and letters lightly with a hard pencil, so I can trace 

over them with a wobbly pen.

Initially it feels good when other students as well 

as my teachers exclaim—how beautiful, did your 

mother do that? But by second grade there is an art 

project I am fiercely protective about and want to 

do all by myself. And can’t.

My second grade teacher, who wears her bright 

blond hair up in an elegant French twist, sends us 

home one afternoon with a huge sheet of rolled-

up brown paper. My mother carefully unrolls it on 

the kitchen floor and tapes the corners down so 

they won’t curl. Then I lie down, face up, on it. 

She arranges my hands and feet just so, turning one 

uncomfortably sideways. It hurts to remain in the 

position my mother puts me in, but I stay perfectly 

still until she is finished tracing all around my body.

Then my mother fills in a drawing that looks 

nothing like me. She turns me into one of those 

identically perky children she oh so carefully 

sketches, or one of those picture perfect paper 

dolls I ordinarily love playing with. But of course 

I say nothing, just lean back on my heels and feel 

something sick in the pit of my stomach, watching 

my mother fill in a girl on that brown butcher 

paper that is, without a doubt, far too perfect to 

ever be me.

I color myself in, afraid the entire time of doing it 

wrong. When my mother finally turns her back to 
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Induction, 2001-2002. Digital collage.

Art Education

tend to a toddler, I quickly grab a crayon and 

without any help from her, complete my eyes. 

Gray-blue. It is the only thing about my cutout that 

looks anything like me.

I bring it back to school and discover the plan 

is to tape ourselves to our desks for Parents’ Day, 

held later that evening. It is a clever concept, 

but I am suddenly very, very uncomfortable 

unfurling myself. While doing so I fully expect 

everyone’s exclamation of oh, how beautiful, how 

nice. But this time the looks on the kids’ faces 

don’t match the way their words sound, because 

their cutouts look like they are done by them and 

mine is supposed to look like theirs and it doesn’t. 
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Julie Struck

My stomach clenches.

That night I stand next to my mother while all the 

grown-ups admire me. Everyone is full of praise, 

but it isn’t for myself; it is for the accident of having 

a mother who is so talented. I fidget and sweat and 

can’t wait to unstick myself when Parents’ Day is 

thankfully over. In fact I do it quite viciously and 

am grateful when my cutout rips. I then pretend I 

am distressed, but feel deeply relieved.

I hope to never, ever see that thing again.

SoMetiMe in thiRd grade I’m leaning over my 

mother’s shoulder, watching her paint morning 

glories on the cover of my first formal report on 

Wildflowers. My heart aches because she does it 

so well, and because I want to do it instead and 

cannot.

It is quite possible that I expressly asked my 

mother to decorate the cover for me, because I 

knew that is what she’d want. I also know that is 

exactly what my mother would say now, almost 

fifty years later, if I confronted her about it. It is also 

possible that to an outsider, it would look like my 

mother was doing a kind, generous thing for her 

oldest daughter. But it wasn’t. Even at almost age 

nine, I knew it was selfish, a word my mother often 

used to describe me.

FRoM the tiMe I take my first college art class as 

a non-traditional student at a local community 

college, I attempt to share my art educational 

experiences with my mother. But even though she 

professes to love art and still draws on a regular 

basis, she couldn’t be less interested. It leaves me 

utterly mystified.

What about taking a Life Drawing class? I ask 

her. You’d like that, and they must have it at your 

community college. Why don’t you take a class? I 

press her at some family party. Surely there is a bus 

to get you there. And you have free time, now that 

all the kids are in school.

She vaguely agrees, primarily to shut me up, I 

suspect. But my mother never takes a college art 

class. Soon I simply stop talking to her about mine. 

However, I write about the silent but constant 

conflict we have about art in one of the secret 

journals I begin keeping concurrent with the start 

of my college career.

I write: I’m afraid I would hurt her by doing it 

because maybe I could be better than her? I’m so 

afraid to be better at that than my mother.

Even at age twenty-five, in a secret journal my 

mother never sees, I can’t use the word art in 

relation to her.

in My FiFth year as a community college student, 

the year after I finally declare myself an art major, 

I take Printmaking. We begin with monoprints. For 

a week or two I diligently work in the printmaking 

studio, pulling one after another image of sterile, 

empty houses with dark, gaping windows and 

yawning doorless entrances that inexplicably 

remind me of my mother.

By this time I have been in psychotherapy for 
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two solid years and feel very ambivalent about 

my parents. But I am still the go-to person to host 

family parties, and during one held at the house I 

still live in with my first husband, my father actually 

asks me about college and artwork specifically. My 

heart zings with shock and excitement as I race 

upstairs to fetch my portfolio of monoprints from 

the first room of my own I have ever had.

My father follows me into our unfurnished dining 

room, and I spread prints all over the avocado green 

carpeted floor. The smell of ink and linseed oil wafts 

from them and begins permeating the room as I 

point out the good ones and explain the complex 

process. My father nods and acts interested so I 

go on and on—until I see my mother hovering in 

the doorway behind him. She takes one look at 

what I am doing, does an abrupt about-face, and 

retreats into the kitchen without another glance 

or a single word. My father turned to see what 

made me stop in mid-sentence, and something 

like gleeful satisfaction flickers across his face. 

Mine flushes with something close to anger, a 

dangerous, forbidden thing to feel towards one’s 

parents. I open my arms, gather up my monoprints, 

and shove them back into the portfolio.

FoR MoSt oF my life I have lost—or purposefully 

forgot—a good many memories of the middle of 

my childhood. But I remember everything my 

mother ever tells me about her art education, 

including the courses she took at the Art Institute 

of Chicago when she was still in high school. They 

were evening or weekend life-drawing classes, 

and more than once she mentions the inequity of 

the models’ dress —the females were always nude, 

while the male models wore g-strings to cover their 

penises. There is no commentary associated with 

this information; my mother relays it as a simple, 

understandable fact. Then, after graduating from 

high school at sixteen, my mother attended a 

design school that no longer exists, which gets her 

a brief job as a paste-up artist that lasts until she 

marries my father in 1956.

But I hear about that design school again at a 

memorial service for my mother-in-law, who dies 

of a leukemia-like disease in the fall of 2009.

At a memorial luncheon arranged by my brother-

in-law just a few days after her death, it is mentioned 

that one of my mother-in-law’s best qualities is that 

she never wanted to be a bother to anyone. I am 

silently appalled to see all of her closest friends, 

most of them women of my mother’s generation, 

nod their heads in admiration and understanding 

at the statement—and am proud of frequently 

overhearing myself referred to by my entitled art 

students as a bitch.

Despite our obvious generational as well as 

philosophical differences, I am eager to take this 

unusual opportunity to become further acquainted 

with at least one of my mother-in-law’s friends. She 

is an admirer of art and just happens to be sitting 

next to me, so I ask her— did you go to art school? 

She waves her hand dismissively and replies—oh 

I attended a Chicago design school no one ever 
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Illumination, 1996. Mixed media on panel.

Julie Struck

heard of—and my interest is piqued. What was the 

name of it? I ask, and when she responds with The 

Ray Vogue College of Art and Design, I’m stunned. 

Well I’ve heard of it; my mother went there! I 

excitedly reply, and her face brightens.

I am then able to coax an almost complete 

stranger into telling me a few stories I eagerly take 

in and treasure while trying to imagine that it is 

my mother talking instead of an elderly woman I 

barely know. But I am used to this. Any knowledge 

or truth about my mother has always come to me 

second, third, or fourthhand. I can never, ever trust 

my mother’s take on memories.

it takeS tiMe to insert myself back into my family of 

origin, about as long as it took originally isolating 

myself from them in 1988, the year I began work 

on a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree. Almost ten years.
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But by the summer of 2001 I am about to move 

another four hours away from everyone I care 

about, including the man who will eventually 

become my third husband, in order to take yet 

another tenure-track job teaching art at a state 

university. The upcoming move and semester-long 

isolation makes me agree to spend an afternoon 

with my sisters, helping our mother sort through 

old family photographs. My maternal grandfather, 

a man my mother revered and adored, just died 

and she is the recipient of a good portion of his 

large photo collection.

My nervousness accelerates on the long drive 

north. I am acutely aware I will soon be back in a 

house where terrible things once happened, and 

for the first time in almost a dozen years. For an 

entire afternoon I’ll be stuck, fielding all kinds 

of borderline inappropriate comments from my 

mother who has lived in the house alone since her 

divorce from my father after thirty-seven years of 

marriage. But what I might have to endure will be 

worth it, on the off chance I will find forgotten truths 

or final explanations in these photographs. Maybe, 

upon seeing evidence of my mother as a little girl, 

or her parents as young parents themselves, I will 

finally understand her.

What strikes me first is how small and crowded 

my childhood neighborhood now looks, and how 

derelict the outside of our house has become. 

When I enter, without touching a single wall, I get a 

sense of the flimsiness of the place, the thin, brittle 

partitions between rooms. How miniscule the stairs 

look—especially those leading to the basement 

and a bedroom I shared for a single summer with 

my sister Clare, then my older brother Michael.

It made no sense at the time, and felt horribly 

inappropriate. I was going on ten, Michael had 

just turned eleven, and we were far too old to be 

sharing the double fold-out sofa bed. When my 

mother told me where I would be sleeping that first 

night, all I could think of was—what if my friends 

find out. When she saw the look on my face she 

said Michael will be gone at Boy Scout camp most 

of the summer. That is when I realized why she 

was moving me into the basement. To deliberately 

isolate me from everyone else in the house. It is 

one of the few incidents I remember from the 

summer of 1968.

My youngest sister brings bagels and cream 

cheese to munch on while we sort, exclaim over, 

and ask questions about photographs we have 

never seen of my mother as a pretty little girl, and 

as a striking young woman with a thin, anxious 

face, looking terribly eager to please. I make my 

own pile of two dozen or so and ask my mother—

can I borrow these, to scan? She haltingly agrees, 

as though she will have a tough time parting with 

them—as if they contain secrets she doesn’t want 

me to know. Or cannot trust me with.

i end up using those scanned photographs in 

artworks that are directly about my family, not 

having done this since graduate school. One is 

entitled Career Girls. The primary element is a 
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Career Girls, 2005. Digital collage.

Julie Struck

photograph of my twenty-year-old working mother 

sitting at her drawing board, looking up expectantly 

at an older man bending over her and her work—

possibly that mean boss who made her put away 

her paper dolls. It is a still from a promotional 

film, given to her along with a thank you note in 

appreciation for her participation.

In Career Girls, I superimpose the text from the 

letter right on top of my mother. On either side of 

the photograph, kitchen utensils point downward 

in a vicious but well organized pattern. At the 

bottom, visually supporting it all, I build a 

border of antique photographs of women 

from a Victorian-era book entitled: Famous 

American Men and Women, Their Portraits 

and Biographies: A Record of Noted Persons 

Now Living and The Events They Have 

Created. Needless to say, there are very few 

women in the book.

Like all the digital artworks I make 

during my four lonely and ultimately failed 

years trying to teach art for the third time, 

Career Girls is an attempt to understand, 

explain, and perhaps, one day, forgive my 

mother. But how do I forgive someone who 

firmly refuses to discuss the past, never 

acknowledges wrongdoing, and therefore 

has no reason to be forgiven?

My FaMily, eSpecially my mother, continue 

to function as endless subject matter for my 

creative productions. It is the only support 

my mother ever gave me, along with passing 

on her innate artistic talent. However, not one of 

my eight siblings, let alone my mother, ever asks 

me about my artwork or my long, difficult career 

teaching art at the college level. It doesn’t stop me 

from making art, or teaching, however. In fact, 

without the familiar familial opposition, especially 

my mother’s, I suspect I would never make any art. 

Or write this. •
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Beautiful Golden-Brown Women of a Gauguin Painting
Margôt Maddison-MacFadyen

For a time I rest
in the body of my work—

dream my love of art and Other
float in my interior worlds—

 sunset-orange beaks of thick-stalked Birds of Paradise flowers,
 crimson-red canopies of brazen Flame trees, their plumage fire-licked bowers,
 softest petal-pink hearts of the alluring Rugosa Rose, perfuming the sensual world
 at dusk—

 or, in the morning , beautiful golden-brown women of a Gauguin painting:
 three hibiscus flowers curved and curled under a sapphire-blue tree, 
 they laugh, their heads inclined,
 blue-black hair shimmers, 
 ebony light cascades
 down their backs—

Then—

a thrum—
a buzz of honeybee wings fan my ears

a touch—
a delicate brush of unseen proboscis forage my lips.

I climb from my ghostly bed of silk
and other midnight hauntings.

My wings unfurl like sprightly sails.

And pushed by a wind
gentle or catastrophic—

I write.
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[top to bottom; left to right] Intravenous, 2008; My Dream Gopher, 2012; 
The Elephant in the Room, 2012; Sand in Your Eye, 2012; 
Inside the Storm, 2009. Silver gelatin prints.

Gary enGle is an international, award-winning artist 

living in Cleveland, Ohio. He has been photographing 

since the 1980s. In the early 1990s, Engle served 

as a Founding Board Member of the Cleveland 

Museum of Art’s Friends of Photography, where he 

met Ray Metzger, a nationally recognized landscape 

photographer who became his inspiration. 

Engle began exhibiting his work in 2004 and has 

shown his work all around the country in both group 

and solo shows. He has earned several awards, and his 

work is in an impressive number of private collections. 

 Engle continues to photograph using 4 x 5 and 

8 x 10 cameras.

Photographer

GARY ENGLE
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[top to bottom; left to right] Intravenous, 2008; My Dream Gopher, 2012; 
The Elephant in the Room, 2012; Sand in Your Eye, 2012; 
Inside the Storm, 2009. Silver gelatin prints.

The images in this series are a form of 

photo abstraction that I like to call Obsessive 

emulsiOn DisOrDer. They are camera-less 

images produced by exposing black and white 

sheet film to a bare light bulb resulting in 

a solid black negative in which all possible 

visual information (in the form of silver halide 

grains) is present. The black negative is a 

metaphor for chaos, but within that chaos is 

the potential for an infinite array of meaningful 

patterns waiting to reveal themselves. 

This revelation is accomplished by soaking 

the black negative in water, which slowly 

dissolves the colloid.  This releases the 

silver, which can rearrange itself free of ego 

intent. The silver migrates on the film plane, 

slumping and thickening, or spreading and 

thinning. Different degrees of viscosity in the 

colloid influence how the silver halide moves. 

I can intervene at this point to influence the 

movement, but seldom do. My only tools for 

assisting the migration of the silver are a 

drinking straw to blow  on the negative and an 

eyedropper for filling in an abandoned space. 

The next step is to reverse the process 

by drying the negative through evaporation, 

which hardens the colloid and fixes in 

place the redistributed silver halide. This 

often introduces fracturing, granulation, 

and crystallization into the process. Most 

negatives are finished in two to three weeks. 

The longest I have spent on a single negative 

is 179 days

The photographic enlargements resulting 

from these negatives are non-documentary 

images with the precision, detail, and tonal 

range of traditional documentary photography 

but with no documentary connection to the 

world. They do not and cannot represent 

perceptions or preconceptions by the artist.  

The images emerge from somewhere other 

than the artist’s ego, specifically from the 

chaotic potential of the film emulsion itself, 

though the darkroom artist is a necessary 

catalyst in the process. 

My experience creating Obsessive emulsiOn 

DisOrDer has convinced me that there is no 

way to predict the outcome of this process, 

and when my ego tries to control the process 

it fails. Every image contains an element of 

surprise. When the result holds my attention 

over a sustained period of time, I feel I have 

achieved something spiritual—a heightened 

awareness of aspects of reality previously 

unseen.

The series Obsessive emulsiOn DisOrDer 

received an Ohio Arts Council Award for 

Individual Excellence in Photography in 2007.

Obsessive Emulsion Disorder

PORTFOLIO
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Acrobats, 2008. Silver gelatin print. 

Energy Left to Right, 2007. Silver gelatin print. 

Gary Engle
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My Dreams in Black and White, 2011. Silver gelatin print. 

Flock of Crows, 2010. Silver gelatin print. 

Obsessive  Emulsion Disorder
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All Buddhas, 2010. Silver gelatin print. 

Gary Engle
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Island, 2011. Silver gelatin print. 

Obsessive Emulsion Disorder
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Beneath the Surface . 2008. Silver Gelatin Print. 

Glacial Slide, 2011. Silver gelatin print. 

Forest Fire, 2009. Silver gelatin print. 

Gary Engle
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What Tide Is This?, 2007. Silver gelatin print. 

Lightening Rod, 2010. Silver gelatin print. 

Obsessive Emulsion Disorder
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[left to right] Dead Planets, 2009. The Clouds behind the Moon, 2011. Silver gelatin prints.

Gary Engle
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[left to right] Extinction, 2008. Bubble Fingers, 2010. Silver gelatin prints.

Obsessive Emulsion Disorder
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C
. B

. C
ote, B

eyond series, 2011-2012.

I seldom come to openings.

I prefer the gallery to myself, like today, so I can take off my shoes, let my feet sink in to the grooves 

of the smooth wooden planks that once held the feet of the island school children, slip silently through 

the undisturbed energy of the collection. The past tickles my soles, light slants through the tall windows, a 

I prefer the gallery to myself, like today, so I can 
take off my shoes, let my feet sink in to the grooves 
of the smooth wooden planks that once held the 
feet of the island school children, slip silently 
through the undisturbed energy of the collection.

Transcend
Monica Nawrocki
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breeze winds through the show to find me in the 

far corner, staring at a piece. I take one step closer 

and read the title: Transcend.

And I do.

My heart pulls itself upward and the breeze 

becomes an unnameable blend of colors and 

sweeps my mind clean. My breath catches. I blink 

away blur. This rarely happens to me but I am so 

grateful that it can.

I look and look until my thirst is satisfied, then 

I take one more walk through the enchanted air, 

listening to the soft boards creak beneath my 

solidness.

Outside on the grass, my partner waits. She turns 

to see me standing on the wide wooden steps.

“Ready?” I hold out my hand and we tiptoe 

inside, back through the spirits and I let go of her 

hand in the far corner.

“I love one. If you love it too, we’ll get it,” I say.

She steps back, scans all six in the series that she 

first met at the opening, then points to Transcend.

Two days later I sit with a friend in the morning 

sun and we crow about our acquisitions. “I never 

really thought about art before I moved to this 

island. Not really.”

We compare stories. Mine takes me back to 

eighth grade in rural Alberta when we are offered 

art class for the first time ever. The other option is 

Hunter Training and Safety. Art seems slightly less 

threatening, but not much.

We sit in our Social Studies classroom and draw. 

But when we move into the clay unit, money is 

required from home so I and my friend who lives 

on the other side of the tracks are told to bring 

our library books to art for the duration of the clay 

lessons. She hates reading so much that when we 

sit in these same desks pouring over our Social 

Studies texts, I read quietly to the back of her head 

from the seat behind.

So, not surprisingly, reading through art class lasts 

for one day before she is looking for more creative 

ways to pass the time. Our P.E. teacher comes into 

the empty gym to find us jumping from the storage 

loft into the high jump pits. She demands to know 

what we think we are doing.

“Art,” my friend says cheerfully.

We are both transferred to Hunter Training and 

Safety.

It has taken me many years to learn that art is not 

my ability to understand, discuss, or evaluate it. It’s 

that feeling of being lifted up and swept clean; the 

joy of falling through the air into a soft pit of foam; 

the feel of lake water on my face; the tips of green 

trees against blue sky—the tartan of my soul. It is 

another mysterious relationship to be explored.

In my home, any time I want, I stand before 

Transcend with an open heart and listen with my 

eyes until something reaches out and pulls me away; 

either off on a current to a new discovery, or perhaps 

back to our first meeting at The Old Schoolhouse 

Gallery—through the fairy-lit dust motes, with the 

pulse of the past in the boards beneath my feet and 

that timeless whisper urging me to transcend.

And I do. •
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Aubade with Broom
Judith Sornberger

     from the Allen Sisters’ photograph Young Girl Sweeping

At first I feel a little shy
taking down the handmade broom
bought for its beauty
in the Shaker village,
selected for the seeds still
clinging to the broomcorn.
Awkward as a girl at her first dance,
I slide my palms over
the bark-covered sassafras,
learning where to place my hands.
But after a few tenuous swipes
I’m back in the rhythm
of my mother’s sun-washed kitchen
as though I’d never left.

The first strands of morning slide
into the room. I stroke them
over wood planks, polishing
the blond grain with light,
and suddenly recall the stillness
of a small girl in a photograph.
The museum card said she had died
before age three, nearly a hundred years ago,
and I had thought, how sad,
and moved on to the next frame.

Now I feel she wasn’t still at all—
not in that moment or in this one
as she leans into a broom too tall,
sweeping her mother’s front walk.
Her features, focused tightly on her task,
are shaded, but sunlight sifts
through her disheveled curls,
drifts down the outline of her dress,
spreads ever after toward the edges
of this world.
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Old Main St., Deerfield, Massachusetts, 1910. Postcard. Wikimedia Commons.

Brenda Jo Brueggemann. “Deaf Eyes: The Allen Sisters’ Photography, 1885-1920,” in Women and 
Deafness: Double Visions, ed. Brenda Jo Brueggemann and Susan Burch (Washington, DC: Gallaudet 
University Press, 2006), 170-188.

The Misses Allen—Frances and Mary Allen—were born in the mid 1850s in Deerfield, 
Massachusetts. In 1874 the two sisters began a two-year program at the State Normal 
School Teacher’s College in Westfield, Massachusetts. Both Frances and Mary taught 
school after graduating, but Mary’s ill health caused her to take many long breaks from 
teaching.  

The sisters began to experience hearing loss as young adults, and by 1886 the sisters 
were forced to give up teaching as a result of their worsening disability. 

Not wishing to give up a life filled with happiness and activity, the sisters began to 
make pictures, probably having learned some things about photography from their 
brother. Over the course of their lives, this second career gained them much fame. 
Together they worked out of a formal studio in their home. They were featured in 
Ladies Home Journal and Photo-Beacon. In 1900 they traveled to Paris to be honored 
along with thirty other American women photographers.  

They lived a long life and both died in 1941.
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leslie Parke is from upstate New York. She has a B.A. 

and an M.A. from Bennington College. Her work has been 

well received all around the world, with major exhibitions 

at the Williams College Museum of Art, Williamstown, 

Massachusetts; the Museum of the Southwest, Midland, 

Texas; the Fernbank Museum, Atlanta, Georgia; the 

Milwaukee Art Museum, Milwaukee, Wisconsin; and the 

Museo de Arte Moderno in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Her 

paintings are currently on exhibit in Toronto, Canada; 

Houston and Dallas, Texas; and San Francisco, California.

Parke has been the recipient of the Esther and Adolph 

Gottlieb Grant for Individual Support, the Lila Wallace 

Reader’s Digest Grant as Artist-in-Residence at the Claude 

Monet Foundation in Giverny, France: and the George 

Sugarman Foundation Grant; among others. Her work is in 

numerous corporate and private collections. 

Painter

LESLIE PARKE
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Branches, 2008. 66 x 44 inches (167.3 x 111.8 cm). Oil on linen.

In this series I create abstract compositions from real subject matter. 

The subjects—water, trees, crystal, china, and crushed cans—become 

vehicles for examining and conveying shape, color, space, and light. I 

employ monumental scale, all-over composition, and gestures that assert 

the surface of the paintings. 

These works are large—some 

as large as 60 x 70 inches. 

They are painted in oil on linen 

or canvas. Up close one seems 

to see merely flecks of paint, 

but from a distance the image 

comes into view and appears 

amazingly photorealistic. 

The subjects are drawn 

from my life: “Avalanche” is a 

pile of my grandfather’s gold-

trimmed English porcelain. 

“Plates in the River” are also 

my grandfather’s plates, this 

time being washed in the river. 

(I really did wash them in the 

river.) “Compacted” are crushed 

cans from a local recycling center. 

Surface Tension

PORTFOLIO
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China Heap, 2010. 48 x 48 inches (122 x 122 cm). 
Oil on linen. 

Clickety-Clack, 2010. 24 x 24 inches (61 x 61 cm). 
Oil on linen. 

Leslie Parke
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Avalanche, 2010. 48 x 42 inches (122.0 x 106.7 cm). Oil on linen. 

Surface Tension
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Tumble, 2011. 24 x 24 inches (61 x 61 cm). Oil on linen. 

Leslie Parke
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Crystal and Porcelain, 2010. 48 x 46 inches (122 x 117 cm). Oil on linen.

Surface Tension
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China in the River, 2011. 20 x 28 inches (51.0 x 71.1 cm). Oil on linen.

Leslie Parke
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Plates in the River, 2011. 46.5 x 31.0 inches (118.1 x 78.7 cm). Oil on linen.

Surface Tension
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Cans, 2010. 60 x 42 inches (152.4 x 106.7 cm). Oil on linen.

Compacted, 2010. 64 x 44 inches (162.6 x 112.0 cm). Oil on linen. 

Leslie Parke
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Not from Concentrate, 2010. 60 x 42 inches (152.4 x 106.7 cm). Oil on linen.

Surface Tension
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Diced Tomatoes, 2010. 58 x 36 inches (147.3 x 91.4 cm). Oil on linen.

Leslie Parke
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Recycled Bottles, 2011. 28 x 30 inches 
(71.1 x 76.2 cm). Oil om linen.

Recycled Paper, Sasebo, 2008. 48 x 58 inches 
(122.0 x 147.3 cm). Oil on linen.

Surface Tension
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thE QuEEn’s kniGht
Lilace Mellin Guignard

With the clear vision of a seven year old,
my son, who desires Yu-Gi-Oh! trading cards,
which I have not bestowed,

uses the three hours I nap with his sister,
three unexpected hours of freedom
from females young and old, to draw his own.

Large white sheets of 11 x 17 paper
are first scrawled with rough rectangles,
bricks floating in space.

One by one he fills them with fierce designs, 
at first referring to the library book
and then making up his own.

Hard at work when I slip out of his sisters’
clinging embrace and my winter slumber,
he is all colors of life sprawled on the floor,

one page down and half way through another,
markers lined up on the tile like troops
awaiting his command.

And, as if I too had been waiting, I kneel
at the one of a woman against orange backdrop,
her boobs battle-ready, helmeted like her head,

her sword raised. “And this one?” I ask.
“It’s the Queen’s Knight,” he says.
“Do you want it? It has a lot of life points.”

I tape it to my computer. Each day I study
how she holds the silver blade
steady and high, just in case.
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ronnJ Medini was born in the town of 

Fossombrone in Italy in 1974. The only child of 

two merry-go-round owners, he comes from a 

long line of circus performers. As a result he 

spent his early childhood moving from town 

to town. When Medini was ten years old, his 

parents decided to change their way of living 

and settled permanently in the seaside city of 

Ancona.

As years went by Medini showed a rich 

interest in painting, poetry, and writing. 

Eventually, his artistic inspiration evolved 

towards photography, and in 2004, by means 

of a simple compact camera, he started doing 

work that brought him to a representation of 

feelings and sensations that goes far beyond 

the mere descriptive image. Now, as a fine 

art photographer, Medini expresses himself 

through his pictures. 

Photographer

RONNJ MEDINI
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Dante’s Group, 2010.

It is difficult to look away from 

Medini’s photographs. They 

are rich and full and pleasing. 

Yet in each one there is 

a tension or a calling that 

continues to draw the viewer 

in, eager to find more in the 

pictures. There is so much to 

see. So much to feel. So much 

to be revealed. Medini doesn’t 

take pictures of what he sees; 

he make pictures from the way 

he sees things—suspended 

in a moment of surprise, 

curiosity, and reflection.

Observations

PORTFOLIO
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Hopes, 2011.

Ronnj Medini
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Through the Sea, 2011.Curious Boy, 2011.

Observations
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The Trail, 2012.

Waiting For, 2011.

Ronnj Medini
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Iron Wall, 2010.

Somewhere 2009.

Observations
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Raining in NYC, 2011.

Ronnj Medini
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Footmarks, 2010.

Observations
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Through the Balcony, 2011. Through the Door, 2011. 

Ronnj Medini
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Through the Window, 2011.

Observations
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This piece previously appeared in the Bangor Daily News Blogs, June 18, 2012.

A hint of inner chaos in paintings that are 
big, bold, and bizarre

Laurie Schreiber
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Artist Aaron Mitchell makes paintings that are 

big with in-your-face primary colors and 

bizarre images that hint of inner chaos channeled 

into art.

Mitchell paints on anything that comes to hand—

old planks, windows, and doors from the dump—

with acrylics, oils, and spray paints wrought in a 

mix of swirling and jagged figures and overlaid 

with scratches and scribbles that ultimately, often, 

resolve into the suggestion of faces and bodies in 

a style reminiscent of graffiti art, rebellious but 

cartoon-innocent. His palette is informed by his 

partial color blindness to greens, blues, reds, and 

oranges.

“I have to use a lot of bright colors so I can see 

them,” he said. “I know this is red, I know this is 

green. And maybe it’s pink or pomegranate, I don’t 

know. It doesn’t matter.”

His studio, carved from a dilapidated tool shed 

that is on the Northeast Harbor (Maine) property 

he owns with his wife, Erika Wibby, is piled high 

with his works, which range in size from wood 

scraps to picture windows. The air is filled with the 

aroma of paint.

All of his figures, backgrounds, and semaphores 

are like the sketchings of a second-grader doodling 

in his notebook and watching the clock for the 

end of the school day, except there’s a scuzzy 

punk explosiveness and merry sloppiness that 

conglomerates in fun and churning abstraction.

There are oval heads with alien eyes and 

antennae; multi-legged slugs; shadowy silhouettes; 

screaming mouths; lopsided globes with slapdash 

land masses; rudimentary wings that could be 

scaly or feathery, angel, moth, or bat; large-beaked 

birds; slumped torsos and the suggestion of bowed 

heads; splotches that could be flowers or bodily 

effusions; rampant fusillades of color; X-ed bottles; 

multi-jointed, square-headed robots; chicken 

scratchings, graffiti, schoolboy hearts, slashes, and 

smears; frenzied backgrounds.

“That one’s a work in progress,” he says of a six-

foot-tall piece washed in off-white and pale blue 

and containing a red heart on a puddle of yellow 

and a sloe-eyed, blue-skinned head accompanied 

by a floating smoking cigarette, martini glass, and 

liquor bottle. There’s an elongated black figure in 

the lower left quadrant that’s a fish or maybe a pair 

of weird knobby legs. He’s thinking about making 

the work the centerpiece of his next show.

“This one’s going to be the one that, I hope, 

people will stop and look at and say, ‘Holy ... that 

guy is good.’”

He really went crazy over the past winter, and 

he’s into robots this year. There’s a three-foot-tall 
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piece featuring a grimacing robot with rabbit-

ear antennae, wearing video-game-style crossed 

holsters on his chest, and balancing Earth on his 

finger like a basketball. Little red squiggles signal 

heat shimmers coming off a nearby two-armed 

cactus and a red sun overhead. The heat, globe, 

and robot motifs signify global warming. An earlier 

iteration of the piece had too much yellow and 

looked too hot and was kind of depressing, so 

he toned it down by adding a bunch of sky blue. 

Mitchell isn’t usually into political statements.

“Mostly I just like to look at stuff,” he says.

Another picture includes a cross, a martini glass 

whose little red squiggles presumably indicate 

aroma, and a flailing-armed robot that wears a fez; 

dotted lines lead from the robot’s oval mouth to 

the figure of a football, located where a thought-

bubble would be in a cartoon.

Robots came to him when he was doodling at 

work. He was into mermaids for a while, because 

his daughters like them. He pulls out a couple 

of desk calendar blotters that are covered with 

drawings.

“I’m like, I need the exact opposite,” he says.

To make the figures in his paintings, he layers 

contact paper on the glass, cuts away the negative 
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bits, spray-paints the positive holes, and then 

paints background over the top. The painted side is 

actually the back of the piece, unseen by the viewer. 

The artwork that is seen is the flip side, through 

the glass. That means that, when he’s applying 

paint, he’s working inside-out: the foregrounds of 

the figures are applied first, the middle grounds, et 

cetera.

Asked to characterize his style, Mitchell says it’s 

cartoony, and it’s doodly. It’s immediate and there’s 

not a whole lot of hidden significance. There are a 

lot of different pieces to look at, but none of them 

take a lot of thought to decipher.

Creative stuff just comes out, he says; sometimes 

it’s a doodle, sometimes it’s awesome, sometimes 

it’s slop.

“I just think the dude who’s the best artist is the 

guy having the most fun,” he says. “And I’m just 

having the most fun. And it will come through.”

If you think of the creative process as a job, “then 

you can be the definition of the coolest guy on 

earth,” he says. “He loves his fucking job. The guy 

who goes to work and says, ‘Fuck you, I’m going to 

work. Whoo hoo!’ That dude rules. I love that guy.”

On first impression, Mitchell is the image of the 

family and professional man. Dressed neatly in a 

checked button-down and trousers, wearing thick-

framed glasses, his hair cropped short, he works 

in the managed assets department at Bar Harbor 

Bank and Trust. He and Wibby have two young 

daughters, Olive and Geneva, and a third child 

is on the way. Wibby is a real estate agent with 

The Swan Agency Sotheby’s International Realty 

and a fiber artist and talented cook. Their home is 

decorated with several of Mitchell’s paintings and a 

handsome display of cookbooks that Wibby owns, 

with the covers facing out to the viewer. There is an 

unmistakable sense of life, art, and family.

In 2011, Mitchell was getting ready for his first-

ever show down the street from his home, at Shaw 

Contemporary Jewelry, which makes space to hang 

artworks. Afterward, he was psyched to learn that 

one viewer had bought two of his paintings, a 

weird one of a big chicken and a weird one of a 

guy holding a bottle, for a fair amount of money. 

He and an old school buddy stopped by while the 

dude was buying the paintings. Gallery owner Sam 

Shaw put Mitchell on the spot. “’Hey, Aaron, why 

don’t you tell him about your process?’” Mitchell 

recalls. “And I’m such a poser. ‘Ooh, well, you 

know, first I come up with an artistic vision. I’m a 

genius.’”

Lately, Mitchell has been working on pieces for 

his second-ever show, coming up at Atlantic Art 

Glass in Ellsworth, in July. On a warm, spring day, 

he leads the way from the house to his studio and 

puts a Miles Davis recording on his CD player. 

The small space is cramped with a workbench, 

easels, card table, paintings stacked against every 

surface and piles of weird and normal stuff. There’s 

a photograph of Mitchell and Wibby early in their 

relationship, a time when all Mitchell did was “fool 

around, tell jokes and stuff.” There are bundled 

drop cloths, jars of brushes, jumbles of rollers, a 
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pristine box of crayons in thirty-six brilliant colors, 

spray cans of glass cleaner and solvents, scrapers, 

rolls of paper towels, screwdrivers, glue guns, 

small canvases, coasters he’s made with images 

such as a skull and a martini glass, coils of twine 

and rope, rags, speakers for his sound system, cans 

of spray paint, needle nose pliers, dinnerware used 

as palettes, used pastels, random rocks painted 

with smiling faces and clawed creatures, lots of 

coffee mugs, stacks of CDs, a joke pack of Handz 

Off: Anti-Masturbatory Gum, a sticker book, and 

a couple of dolls, one of whose heads is spray-

painted shiny silver. It was Erika’s doll from her 

childhood.

“After I spray-painted it, I said, ‘I probably 

shouldn’t have done that,’ so I hid it,” Mitchell 

says. “And then the kids saw it and they were like, 

Oh my god, that’s robot baby. And Wibby said, 

‘What?’”

Mitchell observes the “embarrassment of riches,” 

in the form of things to make art with and on.

“I got a lot of stuff I want to do,” he says. “A lot 

of stuff. I want to spray paint, I want to use my new 

pastels, I want to work with brushes. Yeah, I got a 

lot of stuff I want to do.”

He picks up a painting that depicts what looks 

like a sock monkey.

“Yeah,” he laughs. “It’s funny because it took me 

a while to figure it out, Is that an earthworm? It is 

a sock monkey.”

Bosun, the family dog, noses his way through the 

doorway.

“Beat it!” says Mitchell, then asks, “Would you 

like a glass of wine?” He pours white wine into a 

couple of juice glasses.

Mainly, Mitchell paints at night, when the light 

in the studio is cooler and the kids are in bed.

I observe that, since his imagery is rooted in 

grade-school sensibility, his kids must love it. They 

do, he says, and they love to paint and draw with 

him.

“They look in here and say, ‘I like your new 

painting, Dad,’” he says.

Mitchell picks up a can of the blue spray paint 

he used to tone down his global-warming robot 

desert. He wants to get more of that blue, he says, 

because it’s awesome and sparkly. Wibby is a good 

judge of his paintings, he says. He did a painting 

that he didn’t even like—well, he liked it but he 

definitely was going to do more to it or scrape 

some of it away. But Wibby said, “Oh, that one’s 

all done; I’m taking it to the framer.” The painting 

sold for a thousand bucks.

“So she knows, somehow,” he says. “Yeah, so I 

trust her.”

The picture with the cross was inspired by a 

photograph in a magazine that showed a painting 

that looked like a stained glass window but wasn’t.

“It had real straight lines, but it was some old 

Biblical scene, like icono...” he says, trying to 

figure out the right word. I suggest iconography.

“I was thinking I should paint some iconography,” 

he says, stumbling over the pronunciation a couple 

of times and laughing. But the execution of his 
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new-found image was pathetic, he says, because 

he couldn’t commit to it.

“I was mostly committed to robots and martinis, 

and I was like, Oh, I was going to do that lame-ass 

cross. I felt like such a poser. I had this idea in mind 

and rather than commit to it, I added it later.”

When I visited earlier in the day, the robot was 

wearing a fez.

“I scraped the fez off that he was wearing this 

morning,” Mitchell says. “It always changes.”

With all the painting, scraping, and repainting, 

I ask how he, or Wibby, I guess, know when a 

painting is finished.

“Just the final result,” he says. “I know some of 

them suck. A lot of them do, but it doesn’t really 

matter.”

Some paintings might suck, but he likes to look at 

them. He hated the robot-desert painting two days 

ago, but then he added the sparkly blue. Another 

painting, he knows for a fact sucks ass, but it’s got 

a base that’s nice and he can work on top of that. 

Another one he likes because it looks like Tron, a 

video-game-turned-film warrior figure.

“I don’t know. It’s hard for me to say anything 

about quality because I’ll have another glass of 

wine later, and I’ll be, Holy shit, I’m a genius. This 

one’s great, that one’s great!”

For tonight, he decides to paint a double-paned 

window. It’s propped up by an undersized but 

sturdy table easel on his workbench; he already 

prepped the window by cleaning the glass and 

doing an overspray of green paint that covers the 

frame and edges onto the glass. The spray-painted 

side is the backside. Now he’s got to figure out 

what to draw. He’s pretty hooked on religious 

symbols. He tries out the word iconography a few 

more times.

“I don’t know. The world’s our playground,” 

he says, generously pulling me into the process. 

“Brushes, spray-paints, it’s all here.” He jiggles a 

jar of water. “Water’s here. Don’t want to look like 

a chump without water.”

When he’s doodling, figures develop that will 

give him ideas for what he wants to paint. He 
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tries to get an idea of facial stuff.

He reaches around me and pulls out a sheet of 

contact paper.

Am I in the way? I ask.

“You’re going to probably always be in the way,” 

he says. “It doesn’t bother me. I never had anyone 

hanging out. Usually someone comes over and 

gets involved in the process. My buddy John came 

over. I told him to come down and spread some 

paint around. He lives up the street. So yeah, it’s 

kind of crowded.”

He layers the contact paper on one of the panes, 

then cursorily smooths it with a scraper. There are 

still plenty of bubbles, which don’t matter, he says.

“I don’t like to do crispy work, real tight, scientific 

work,” he says.

Staring at the panes a bit, he decides that it 

would be good to have matching figures, maybe 

an angel on one half and the devil on the other, 

but only the basic outlines. Maybe they’re in 

some kind of struggle with each other.

He draws the outlines on the contact paper with 

a marker. Something like wings appear on the 

angel.

“Now it looks like butterfly guy,” he says. “If 

you were looking at it from the other side, you 
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would know they were wings.”

It’s time to excise negative, or maybe it’s positive, 

space. He opens a new box of razor blades, 

contemplates the difference between bathroom 

razors and utility knives, then eyeballs my recorder.

“You’re going to listen to this recorder and be, 

like, ‘What a bullshitter,’” he says. “’He didn’t even 

paint. All he did was talk about his new, stupid 

cutting tools.’”

There would be yellow and red and scary fire 

colors on one pane and, on the other half, cool 

colors, he says. Because of his color blindness, the 

number one question people ask him is—he puts 

on a goofy voice—“What color is this?”

Grabbing hold of the marker, he sketches the 

two figures, creating torsos, arms and hands bent 

to hold things, round heads. The figure on the 

left might be a businessman, he says. The devil’s 

probably just chillaxing, robbing the world blind 

and laughing about it.

The sketch lines don’t matter because it’s all 

going to get cut out anyway. Sketching is just part 

of the process that helps him decide what he wants 

the picture to be about. He has a sense of the signs 

and symbols he wants to stick in, and lets them 

evolve as he goes along. If things suck, he just 

scrapes them off.

“But lately,” he says, “I’m just trying to go with 

it, and not be such a critic of myself. And the ones 

I hate, rather than get pissed at them and scraping 

them off or painting right over immediately, just set 

them aside and come back later. ‘Cause some of it 

maybe you want to keep. The key is knowing when 

to stop. They’re really good at one point and then 

it’s like, Oh, maybe not, I’ll do one more thing. 

And then you wreck it and it’s destroyed.”

The details of a work come out when he applies 

paint, not in the sketching, he says. He uses stencils 

rather than painting directly on the glass because 

he’s experimenting, and because his first go at the 

method, with the big chicken, came out so well.

“So I said, Oh, maybe I’ll just big chicken it up. 

And, like, the cactus, that stupid cactus, I loved it 

so much when I did it, just the way it came out so 

smooth and even. I don’t know, that’s kind of what 

I’m going for.”

Mitchell says he used to be a knucklehead, by 

which he means unfocused, with no particular 

purpose in life, and kind of a bad boy who liked 

to party. Now he’s “captain family guy.” He and 

Wibby are still wicked in love, he says.

“She’s awesome, so awesome,” he says of his 

wife. “I’m totally lucky.”

From the house, he hears the girls call to him. 

The family is backlit from an upstairs window 

under the night sky. The girls wave goodnight to 

him.

The CD mix switches to hip-hop.

Mitchell and Wibby met at their friend John Ho’s 

party.

“She was sitting at the kid’s table, and I said, ‘Oh, 

can I get your plates?’ Just being a nice guy. And 

she said, ‘Oh, thank you.’” He demonstrates what 

he thinks is a coy smile. “I thought, Oh, so cute! 
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She was really pretty. I was just doing what anyone 

would do. She liked it. I asked my buddy John, 

‘Does Wibby have a boyfriend?’ He was so funny. 

He said, ‘Oh, she needs one, dude! Oh, my god, 

I can see it now! Yes, yes!’ So I kind of stalked her 

around. I got her number to call her. I didn’t know 

about caller ID. I called her number. She’d gone to 

Baltimore. She got back and she said, ‘Oh, I saw 

you called.’ I said, ‘What?’ She said, ‘I have caller 

ID.’ I said, ‘What’s that?’ She goes, ‘You called 

thirty-one times.’ I couldn’t play it cool anymore. 

I was so stupid. We went on a date and instantly, 

you know. We spent like thirty-one straight days 

together. It was crazy. It still is crazy. It’s like the Jets 

and Sharks in West Side Story. We’re like that. She 

needed me to relax her a little bit. I need her to get 

me not so loose.”

At the time, he was still recovering from his 

childhood.

“It took a long time to buck up, to let go. ‘Get 

tough, stop being a sissy.’ I hate to see someone my 

age still holding onto shit.”

Originally from Augusta, Mitchell grew up with 

a mother who “had a bad case of being crazy and 

being addicted to drugs and alcohol.” She hauled 

him between Maine and Alabama where, for years, 

they were on-and-off homeless or at most living in 

a car. He had no siblings and there was no father. It 

was just him and her until he was eighteen.

“I grew up as poor as you can grow up,” he says. 

“I mean, until I was sixteen, we never lived in any 

house longer than a year, ever. We moved in the 

middle of the night with trash bags. I lived in a 

car. Maine-poor and Alabama-poor. I think that’s 

where some of that stuff comes from, for sure.”

Mitchell got himself through school. After his 

high school graduation, twenty years ago, he 

headed back to Maine, where he worked his way 

through a series of jobs and eventually lost contact 

with his mother until a few years ago. He took a 

summer job at Sugarloaf, then moved to Mount 

Desert Island to bus tables at the Bar Harbor Inn. 

He bounced back and forth between Bar Harbor 

and Florida, waiting tables.

Eventually, he settled on Mount Desert Island 

when he started to work in commercial fishing. 

There were some other jobs, and then he landed 

in banking, married, and had children. His mother 

died last year. He treasures what he has now.

“Yeah, more than anyone I know,” he says. “I’m 

all set. I definitely have aspirations, I want my kids 

to have nice things, and I want life to continue to 

get better. But if I die today, I’ll already have won. 

Compared to a lot of my friends, things didn’t really 

work out for everybody. So I’m really super lucky.”

His professional persona is more conservative 

than his artistic and family self. He probably 

learned how to suit personality to circumstance 

when he was traveling around and going to so 

many different schools as a kid.

“I’m captain frigging chameleon. But I don’t 

have all the answers,” he says. Then he babbles 

off a heap of contradictory self-assessments. “I’m 

just super good at making friends and stuff. I’m 
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the dude everybody wants to get rid of. I mind my 

own business. Nobody messes with me. I don’t 

know anybody. Well, I do, but I know enough to 

say hello to everybody. It doesn’t take me an hour 

to walk down the street because I don’t talk with 

everybody.”

Art always figured in his life. He’s been sketching 

since he was a kid. In recent years, he graduated to 

colored pencils, then sharpie markers.

A few years ago, he went to a craft store in 

Ellsworth and bought some canvas.

“I started painting on that and it was all 

terrible,” he said. “Then I started painting on 

glass, and I started refining my skills. And now 

I’m using a lot of spray paint.”

He started to “like this stuff.” Before he and 

Wibby cleared out the shed, he would put a drop 

cloth on the ground outside and paint there. The 

shed is better, but still freezing in the winter and 

his paints “goop up.” One day, they plan to install 

a heater.

For now, he loves the space.

“All this stuff is so crazy-looking, but when I’m 

out here at night and listening to Miles Davis, it’s 

really soothing, believe it or not,” he says. “It seems 

kind of crazy but, for whatever reason, I really feel 

relaxed when I’m doing this.”

Sometimes when he’s painting at night, he goes 
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outside and looks at his painting through the open 

door.

“I like to do a lot of stuff that’s big, that hits 

you,” he says. “At night, when it’s dark out, with 

a light behind it, it pops. It smashes you and it’s 

awesome.”

On the right-hand, devil side of the two-paned 

painting, he’s thinking maybe he’ll put in that 

shiny super-blue that he loves, for that automotive, 

super-metallic sheen. He’s thinking the guy on the 

right is wearing a vest; he’s casually strolling. He 

has a huge ball sack. He’s actually resting his arm 

on his giant penis. He’s the bad guy.

He sounds like a happy sinner, I say.

They’re both happy, Mitchell says.

On the left, the angel is holding a pole that’s sort 

of a sword. I’m thinking the angel is too righteous 

and probably not happy.

“Yeah, I like what you’re thinking,” Mitchell says. 

“I think he’s a little bit sad, even.”

He draws a sad face on the angel and whines: 

“’I’m not having a good time. I’m sad.’” He sketches 

jots on the figure’s chin. “And he’s got a little soul 

patch.”

The bottom of the sword swells into a circle. It 

looks like a banjo.

“Yep,” says Mitchell. “Now he’s chilling. I like it 

a lot. We just got to know where to cut it, you know 
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what I mean? And figure out what we’re going to 

do with the other guy. Lot of math involved, you 

know what I mean? Get out my calculator.”

He sketches mothy wings onto the devil, which 

make him look more like a grandma in a babushka.

“You know what’s funny?” he says. “The Cold 

War, all they ever showed were pictures of Russian 

women like giant grandmas with babushkas on. 

And then the Cold War ends and they all come 

over here for the summer to work. And they were 

all six feet tall and beautiful.”

I say that, with the angel and his banjo, I like the 

mix of iconography with the worldly.

Mitchell laughs.

“Yeah, those were the words I would have used!” 

he sputters. “Yeah, totally, you can attribute that 

quote to me.”

He offers to let me cut the excess contact paper. 

I balk.

“Okay, I’ll let you be in charge of what you think 

should be cut in this section,” he says. “You decide 

where the lines are. I don’t usually color this much 

detail. You be like a fricking surgeon.”

Cut to take out the inner space, not the outer 

space? I ask.

“No, we’re going to peel off the outer space, 

unless you want to peel off the inner space and 

work from there,” he says, agreeably. “Oh yes, 

you’re right! Good call. We want to cut the inner 

space. We’re going inside, ‘cause our inside is 

going to be the silhouette. The angel and the devil 

fighting in silhouettes.”

He makes a small slice along a wing and hands 

me the razor.

“Now it’s your move,” he says.

I’m befuddled. How do you cut along the body 

when the banjo is on top of the body?

He heads outside.

“I’ll give you some space,” he says.

I hesitantly cut further along the wing, trying to 

figure out the inner/outer space logistics and not at 

all understanding what he’s visualizing.

He comes back.

“Yeah, awesome, now you just gotta make a 

head, neck, chest, hips, legs, and bottom of the 

wings decision,” he says. “We gotta free some of 

that space up.”

Soul music is blasting.

“You know what I mean?” he says. “It’s so fun. 

None of it matters. It’s fun as shit. And it makes us, 

I don’t know, what is it called if you’re just another 

fucking shmuck who tricked himself into trying to 

be an artist?”

He stands back and studies my mite of work.

“You’re cutting off his wing right now,” he says. 

“How do you feel about that?” •
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edited by Lenore Rowntree  
and Andrew Boden,  
foreword by Gabor Maté, md

“A privileged look at one of the most 
devastating of human tribulations. For  
all the raw honesty of its revelations,  
Hidden Lives communicates not despair 
but courage.” —Gabor Maté, md
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Robert Moran
Limited Edition Photographs

www.robertmoran.com

Debra Houston
www.artbydjh.com
debhouston@artbydjh.com

DJH

Moving to CoMpletion
by John Fitzpatrick

Features poems, photos, 
and art work on animals 
that illustrate an energy 
of oneness between 
nature’s spirit and the 
creative human spirit. 

orders — web: http://turtleami.com
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Over Shimmering Water

a great blue heron
wings the shoreline seeking guests
to invite for dinner
Published: The Mid-America Poetry Review
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Julie A. Struck, MFA
WarriorWoman Productions
interdisciplinary artist
workshops, live and online, in:

mixed media collage
digital collage
visual journaling
memoir writing 
critical and creative thinking

4071 W. State Road 66
Rockport, IN 47635
�812� 618�8110

jannestruck@gmail.com
http://warriorwoman�productions.com
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issue. 
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M I X E D  M E D I A  W O R K  I N S P I R E D  B Y  F R A N C E

Detail, WHITE CHAIR, WAYSIDE CROSS AND THE RUINS OF SAISSAC
36” x 25” – Pencil, printing ink, aqua-crayon, collaged elements on paper.  Completed on Martha’s Vineyard, 2005.

516.759.2533   |    a l l i sondoher ty@gmai l .com
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IMAGE SPECIFICATIONS: Ready-to-print advertising images must be submitted in digital format. Images must be 300 

ppi and jpg, tiff, or pdf file formats.  SUBMISSION: Send image file via email to ads@stillpointartgallery.com. Include 

brief text stating the page size and the number of issues in which you wish to purchase space.  PAYMENT: Following 

receipt and approval of ad, a PayPal invoice will be emailed. Preferred payment is online by PayPal or credit card. 

Checks will be accepted if necessary.  DEADLINES: The Quarterly is printed four times each year. Ads and payment 

must be received by January 15 for the spring issue; April 15 for the summer issue; July 15 for the fall issue; and 

October 15 for the winter issue. 

Page Size Ad Dimensions 
(WxH) inches

One Issue Two Issues Three Issues Four Issues

1/8 page 3.375 by 2 $45 $80 $120 $150

1/4 page 3.375 by 4.125 $90 $160 $250 $320 

1/2 page 7 by 4.125 $180 $320 $480 $640 

1/2 page 3.375 by 8.5 $180 $320 $480 $640 

full page 7 by 8.5 $360 $640 $960 $1,300 

In keeping with its focus on art, Still Point Arts Quarterly accepts advertising submissions from artists, art galleries, 

museums, art material suppliers, art educators, collectors, and other art-focused businesses and organizations. The 

Quarterly reserves the right to reject advertising submissions that do not fit its purpose and intention.
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Karla Van Vliet. Resting. 
8 x 6 inches (20.3 x 15.2 cm). 
Acrylic on paper.

I feel that art has something to do with the achievement 

of stillness in the midst of chaos. A stillness which 

characterizes prayer, too, and the eye of the storm. 

I think that art has something to do with an arrest of 

attention in the midst of distraction.

   ~Saul Bellow
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